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GLITTERING FAMILIES IN
DUBLIN OHIO SINCE 2023

In our first year as a not-for-profit, we
are proud of what we have
accomplished, the programs we have
implemented, and the families that we
have “GLITTERED”.

“No words to express my gratitude for
dinner. I’m so exhausted and this
saved the night.”
--Glitter Family

People fed

Loads of laundry done

Yummy treats delivered

>150

>1400 

>100
PROJECTS DETAILS OUTCOME

Bumbles + Glitter

Bakery treats
from Bumbles
Bakery donated
and delivered to
families

Over 150 treat
boxes delivered on
Saturdays

Dinner + Glitter

Volunteers made
meals for our
families each
Tuesday

275 meals
prepared and
delivered feeding
over 1,400 people

Laundry + Glitter

Volunteers did
laundry for
families each
Thursday

125 loads of
laundry were
completed

>150
Rides given to families,
patients, and children

85
Holiday baskets
dropped



THE YEAR
IN REVIEW

In 2023, we glittered over 50 families,  Spreading
joy to families impacted by everything from a house
fire to the death of a loved one after a battle with
cancer.

We are currently “glittering” 20 families in the
Dublin, Ohio area and assisting with their needs as
they navigate life after a traumatic event or
medical diagnosis requiring prolonged treatment.

We glitter our families in numerous ways.  From
delivering weekly meals, transporting them to and
from appointments, providing laundry services,
home cleaning,  landscaping, to holiday basket
drops and everything in between.

We also hosted two family parties in 2023 to
connect families in our community and provide
support to one another.

We launched the Glitter Girls Guild in March, we
glittered five families with spring lawn cleanups
and “porch pops”.

We began our Dinner + Glitter Tuesday meal
program for all of our families.

SPRING HIGHLIGHT

SUMMER HIGHLIGHT

We held Gaunche + Glitter, a volunteer event, to
increase volunteer participation and awareness of
what we do for the community.

We held our first family holiday event Grinch +
Glitter. The event was attended by over 20
children, 13 parents, and the Grinch himself.

FALL HIGHIGHT

WINTER HIGHLIGHT


